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PILGRIMAGE UNTO BIGGAR 

(PUB) Rules for the 

DESTINATION RIDE 

This event is open to all CVMG members. This event is for the 2024 riding season, and should be 

carried out as a continuous ride. 

Each participant may chose a starting or ending location to complete a route to or from 

BIGGAR_SK.  Travel distance to get to Biggar to start, or get home from Biggar is not considered 

part of the ride. 

Participants must complete a PUB registration form (attached). Participation is on the honor 

system. You may be requested for proof of rider age and motorcycle age. Participants will need 

to document their progress over the entire route taken to complete this ride. Documentation 

requirements includes; a digital photo of the motorcycle & odometer at the beginning and end 

of the ride as well as a google maps of your route. 

CVMG Saskatchewan Section will hold its annual BIGGAR Rally on August 3-4, 2024 which would 

make it advantageous to combine this ride with attendance at the Rally.  The CVMG National 

members meeting will be held June 7-8, 2024 in Saskatoon SK, with a planned ride out to Bigger 

on June 9, 2024.  If you arrive during the rally or the National AMM event, your point score is 

multiplied by 1.25 

Take a picture of your bike under the sign “New York is big but this is BIGGAR” or alternatively 

in front of the Hansen Buck located at the entrance to Biggar main street.  Award PINs are 

issued based on the miles traveled and bonus point accrued on the destination ride to/from 

Biggar as established on the PUB registration form. Your photo will be posted on the CVMG 

Saskatchewan webpage. 

Gold P.U.B. Lapel pin  3000 points 

Silver P.U.B. Lapel pin 2000 points 

Bronze P.U.B. Lapel pin 1000 points 

Gold pin riders will have their names engraved on a trophy which will be permanently displayed 

in the Town of Biggar.  

Submit your completed PUB registration form with supporting documents (photos, google 

route map) to   CVMG.SK.info@gmail.com. 



P.U.B. (Pilgrimage Unto BIGGAR)
A destination Ride to BIGGAR SK. CANADA

and get recognized for riding your bike the distance

RIDER

Name Age

Address

Email Phone #

Motorcycle

Make, Model 

Age (Frame age + engine age)/2

Points are calculate on a formula of distance ridden, 1 point per mi.  plus bonus scores as calculated below

Bonus Scores, (circle,then transfer to calculation tables below)

Bike age older than  (B)

1980(0.25)   1970(0.50)  1960(1.0)  1950(2.0) 1940(3.0)  1930(5.0)  1920(7.0)  1910(9.0)

Engine Design (C)  (circle all that apply, and combine values)

1 cylinder (0.50)   250cc & under (0.50)   side valve (0.50)   4 cylinder earlier than 1965 (1.0) 

Rider Age (D) (circle one)  ≥60yrs (0.25)     ≥70yrs (0.75)     ≥80yrs (2.0)

Group Ride (E)  The rider is part of a team of three or more  riders (0.25)

Arrive during and attend the CVMG Biggar Classic Bike Rally and multiply your total 

score by 1.25

Calculate Points

Bike Age Bonus

(B)
+ Engine Design Bonus

(C)
= B+C

+ =

X Distance 

Ridden (A)
= Point Score (F)

X =

Start Location ________________________ Miles Ridden____________(A)

Rider Age Bonus

(D)
+ Group ride bonus 

(E)
= D+E

+ =

X Point Score 

(F)
= Point Score (G)

X =

Distance Ridden 

(A)
+ Bonus Score (F) + Bonus Score (G) = Total Score A+F+G

+ + =
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